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Detailed features and specs for the HTC G2 for T-Mobile. Plus reviews, discussion forum, photos, merchants, and accessories. This successor to the G1 is thinner, while adding more memory and a 3 ...
HTC G2
The T-Mobile G2 by HTC is a smartphone powered by Google’s free Android operating system. Because Android is widely used as a smartphone OS, many developers write applications that add ...
How to Turn on USB Debugging in the HTC G2
There was no manual ... t make much sense for this to be anywhere but the top edge of the phone. Still, at least one manufacturer is set on doing things differently. Last year, LG announced the G2 ...
The rear-facing buttons are the worst part of the LG G3
North American HTC Vive owners can now order parts for the Vive Cosmos Elite, Vive Pro, Vive Pro Eye, and other accessories like power adaptors from iFixit’s website.
You Can Now Get HTC Vive Parts for DIY Repairs
As you can see these are tightly cropped images providing just a brief glimpse at the new all-in-one (AIO) headset HTC Vive plans to show off during ViveCon 2021’s keynote address. HTC China President ...
New Teasing Headset Images Appear Before ViveCon 2021
This time we have the HTC Sensation ... is whether T-Mobile's offering will come with Sense 3.0-- the carrier has a habit of delivering vanilla Android devices these days, like the G2 and G2x ...
HTC Sensation 4G hits the FCC, shows off T-Mobile-friendly AWS radio
Spotted by Road to VR commenter Andrew Jakobs in promotional emails from HTC, three new glimpses of an upcoming Vive headset can be seen below: The new glimpses don’t tell us much, but there ...
New Views of HTC’s Unannounced VR Headset Emerge
The following year, LG dropped the “Optimus” sub-brand for the power-packed LG G2, and followed ... to the HTC One M9’s Smart Home widget. We should note that our T-Mobile review unit ...
LG G4 review: a leather looker with a killer camera
HTC has teamed up with iFixit to make it easier ... In addition to selling parts for use, iFixit also offers step-by-step manuals people can follow if they want to take on the challenge of ...
HTC Vive owners can buy parts from iFixit for DIY VR repairs
Take a front-row seat at the VR event of the year as HTC VIVE unveils game-changing VR headsets, software, and platforms to take your experience to another level. While the full schedule hasn’t ...
HTC Teases Reveal of “game-changing VR headsets” at VIVECON
PaMu Nano is the latest true wireless stereo earbud set from Padmate. The company behind the PaMu brand has been building up its wireless audio portfolio ...
PaMu Nano Review – Superb Audio Quality for Less!
Unless you've been deeply entrenched in the VR space for years you might be forgiven for not knowing about Pico Interactive. While big names in VR hardware like HTC and Oculus have only recently ...
Pico Interactive Is One Of The Best Kept Secrets In VR
HTC could take the wraps off the Vive Focus 3 Business Edition, which is expected to be a stand-alone headset that doesn’t require wearers to be tethered to a computer, as well as the Vive Pro 2 ...
Two new ‘game-changing’ VR headsets could arrive at ViveCon next week
HTC Desire 828 Dual SIM smartphone was launched in November 2015. The phone comes with a 5.50-inch touchscreen display with a resolution of 1080x1920 pixels. HTC Desire 828 Dual SIM is powered by ...
HTC Desire 828 Dual SIM
Hot on the heels of the power-packed HTC One comes the relatively lower powered, but also more pocket-friendly, HTC One mini. It's a mini-variant, models that of late have become popular with ...
HTC One mini
The G2 wasn’t a one-trick pony either, packing powerful internals (Snapdragon 800, 2GB of RAM), a bigger battery than the Galaxy S4 and HTC One M7 at the time, and a solid camera experience ...
RIP LG: Remembering the 6 best LG phones ever made
HTC is the first VR manufacturer to support their customers with the parts they need to keep their headsets functional." In addition to selling parts for use, iFixit also offers step-by-step manuals ...
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